MINUTES OF MEETING TURTLE RUN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT


A regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Turtle Run Community Development District was held on Monday, March 28, 2022 at 6:00 p.m. at Residence Inn by Marriot Coconut Creek, 5730 N. State Road 7, Coconut Creek, Florida 33073.
Present and constituting a quorum:
Skip Carney	Chairman
Lance Morgan	Vice Chairman (via telecommunication)
Chris Kapish	Assistant Secretary
Zaida Karnegis	Assistant Secretary
Michael Hohl	Assistant Secretary Also present were:
Julio Padilla Michael Pawelczyk Patrick Burgess Jonathan Geiger
 Governmental Management Services District Counsel
GMS
District Engineer

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS	Roll Call
Mr. Carney called the meeting to order, and Mr. Padilla called the roll.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. Carney led a moment of silence.
 Moment of Silence


THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Pledge of Allegiance
Mr. Carney led the Pledge of Allegiance.


FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Good News
Mr. Carney: Any good news? Zaida, any good news? Ms. Karnegis: No.
Mr. Carney: Mike?
Mr. Hohl: Nothing.
Mr. Carney: Chris Kapish?
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Mr. Kapish: No.
Mr. Carney: Anybody else want to share any good news with us? Ok.


FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Public Comment
Mr. Carney: Public comment, we don't have anyone here tonight.


SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval of the Minutes of the
March 14, 2022 Meeting
Mr. Carney: Approval of the minutes of the March 14, 2022 meeting. A motion to approve please.

On MOTION by Ms. Karnegis seconded by Mr. Hohl with all in favor, the minutes of the March 14, 2022 Meeting were approved.




SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Updates on:
	Progress Report on 9 Monument Signs (Signarama and Electrician)

Mr. Carney: We will start with the updates. Mike, do you want to start with the monument signs please?
Mr. Hohl: I talked with Susan from Signarama. She had a meeting with the City and there is a few minor tweaks that she has to do. One of them is the Turtle image on the sign, they want it to be a silhouette like we have throughout the rest of the community, so she has to make that change. Also, I guess there was perimeter lighting around the sign. They wanted her to take that off. Then the signage that is on Turtle Creek Drive and Sample, and on the east side of Terrapin Lane and Sample, they didn't want us to do the same type of sign because there isn't that cutout in the wall, so she is working on something that they requested to fit the bill on that. Then once she gets those revisions done she will be able to show them to us and then submit to the City to get the permit.
Mr. Carney: That is good news, it sounds like we are moving.
Mr. Hohl: Finally, we are getting some forward movement from the City. Mr. Carney: Thank you.
	Creekside Drive and Wiles Road Directional Bore Proposal

Mr. Carney: Creekside Drive and Wiles Road directional bore proposal, Julio, do you have anything else on that?
Mr. Padilla: Yes, I reached out to three other companies. I am waiting for the proposals so as soon as I have them, hopefully we will get them in the next agenda.
Mr. Carney: One thing you will have to do, because I know that $22,000 quote was the connection also with the FPL box and all that, is that right Mike?
Mr. Hohl: Yes, it included everything that was needed, the connection to FPL, the electrical wiring, and the directional bore and the permitting. Anything that was needed to get the job done was included in the quote.
Mr. Padilla: What I did was I made a copy of the specs and drawing. I just removed the cost, and I sent the same information to all three.
Mr. Carney: You will have to be able to separate the two though because one is the directional bore and the other one is the connection, I would guess. Am I wrong?
Mr. Padilla: I think everything was included. Mr. Carney: So, it is all included?
Mr. Padilla: Yes.
Mr. Carney: How long do you think it will take to get those? Mr. Padilla: It should be in the next meeting.
Mr. Carney: It sounds like we are moving on the signs now, so we should be able to get this thing done soon.
	Annual Maintenance Schedule & Timeline

Mr. Carney: Annual maintenance schedule and timeline?
Mr. Hohl: I sent Julio the updated schedule, so it is pretty much complete. It is no longer a draft. It has everything that we have talked about at the last several meetings. The only piece that is still to be determined is who the vendor will be to do the service maintenance and repair on the streetlights. As soon as GMS has that vendor, then we can plug that name in and put their name and phone number at the back of the sheet. That will be everything that we do so when you get that in your email, if there are things that you think of that we haven't discussed yet, please let Julio know and we can always add them to the schedule. This is obviously meant to make sure that management knows when everything is supposed to happen and that the Board knows when everything is
supposed to happen so that there isn't a miscommunication there. That way we make sure that we meet our deadlines too. For instance, the Christmas lights. There are deadlines in there as to when we approve and bring it to the Board and all of that, so that we don't get behind the 8 ball and things like that.
Mr. Carney: Are you guys using that list now? Are they starting to use that list?
Mr. Padilla: Overall. Regarding obtaining the other proposals, I am meeting with a company this week. There is another company that sent me a per hour basis, so we will present that hopefully for the next meeting it will also be on the agenda.
	Landscaping and Irrigation Replacement for all 9 Monument Signs Mr. Carney: We will put this on hold.
	Turtle Run Blvd. and Sample Monuments/Fountains Leak Repairs
	Discussion
	Engagement Letter
	Tamara Peacock Insurance Information

Mr. Carney: Turtle Run Boulevard and Sample monument/fountain leak repairs.
What do we have new on that if anything?
Mr. Pawelczyk: The Board approved the engagement letter at the last meeting. That has been executed I believe. I would assume that he is going to get started on the work. I haven't been in communication with him other than to offer my assistance. I talked to him. We did go through the engagement letter and made some changes that I requested that weren't really legal in nature, it was just the description of the project. I told Julio before the meeting that I think you should follow up with the special counsel and coordinate a timeline to get that information for the Board unless the Board wants to appoint a Board member to assist on that as well. I know Chris, he has talked to him, and he has brought this guy to help the District here. That is probably a good thing. I think we want to make sure the manager can get that timeline from him as to when things are going through so he can circulate that to you guys and keep things moving. That is all.
Mr. Carney: From what I understand, Chris correct me if I am wrong, it is a step by-step process, correct? Start with the letter.
Mr. Kapish: The first thing is he can't do anything until he gets this engagement letter back. That has been holding everything up. The next thing is that he is going to have his contractor go out there and take a look at the fountain. It should not be running.
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I don't know if it is running, but it shouldn't be. That actually is going to hurt the fountain. Julio, is there water in it?
Mr. Carney: Maybe sitting water if it rained. Mr. Padilla: That is about it.
Mr. Kapish: It doesn't matter if it has water in it or no water in it, he is going to be fine as long as it is not running.
Mr. Padilla: It is not running.
Mr. Kapish: He is probably going to be doing that, he will let me know what day the contractor is going to be out there. I will meet him out there.
Mr. Carney: Number three, there is no reason for that, is there?
Mr. Kapish: I don't believe so. He also, as I spoke to you earlier today, Julio, which is very important, he needs all the documentation, all the communication between GMS and those vendors. He needs any emails, letters, paperwork or whatever, he is going to need it all. He is going to need the plans. He is going to need the insurance information. He needs everything. Obviously, the more background information he gets, the better he can advise you.
Mr. Padilla: I have the executed letter with me. Tomorrow we will send it to him and start communicating with him.
Mr. Kapish: It is going to take time for him to review it.
Mr. Carney: What about all the meeting minutes? There is a lot of discussion that took place.
Mr. Kapish: That would be good too.
Ms. Karnegis: How about the invoices of how much we have spent? Mr. Kapish: All paperwork, everything.
Mr. Padilla: Ok.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think we got it. Let's not discuss anything further with all due respect. I think we know what he needs, and he can make that request through Chris or directly to Julio once he receives the engagement letter, which understandably he is not going to do any work until he gets a copy of that executed document. Like I said, I volunteered to have a call with him if he needed it, to tell him what I know. He probably
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wants to get started on reviewing the documents. I know that is what I would want to do. Chris knows as good as anybody as to what actually happened.
	FPL Vicinity of Creekside Drive & Turtle Run Blvd. Permit Request

Mr. Carney: FPL vicinity of Creekside Drive and Turtle Run Boulevard permit request. I think that was left with you Mike.
Mr. Geiger: It was between me, Mike and Julio. We got together as to how to approach this. I put together a no objection letter. We have done this in the past for other Districts and everything. I believe we have done it on another project in Turtle Run maybe once. That is what I passed out earlier to the Board. Basically, this letter just says that we agreed with the plans they provided, and I have attached the plans in their application. On behalf of Turtle Run I was acting as District engineer. Based on the proposed plans, the District has no objection as long as FPL receives permit approval from the City of Coral Springs prior to commencing work within the District, and District property that includes but is not limited to landscaping, sodding, irrigation, electrical lines, and conduit that is damaged during construction is to be restored to pre-existing conditions. Basically, we are saying that we don't object to the work as long as the City has vetted it and approved it, and they have their permits. Anything that they mess up, I think we covered most everything after speaking to Julio language-wise. They just need to make sure they restore. This should cover everything. Mike has reviewed it; Rich has reviewed it. We are just looking for the Board's blessing to get this signed and sealed by Robert Zuccaro, my boss on behalf of the District, and everything as the engineer. Then we will send this over to FPL. Hopefully, this will allow the City to let them pull their permit and everything.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think what we are looking for is a motion to authorize the District engineer to finalize and execute the no-objection letter and transmit it to FPL.
Mr. Kapish: So, what are they doing? Are they drawing from a box by the preserve? Mr. Geiger: They are replacing a faulty line. The line there now they are just replacing something that is already in the ground. They are going to abandon the line that
is currently in the ground. They are going to de-energize it and then run new conduit.
Mr. Kapish: From a box by Hidden Lake to a box by Newport?
Mr. Geiger: It is right south of 41st Drive and they are going north up to where your paver path starts along Turtle Run Boulevard.
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Mr. Kapish: That is Hidden Lake. Where are they putting that? I see the red line, but is that accurate? Are they putting it in the right-of-way?
Mr. Geiger: I believe it should be going in the utility easement per their drawing. If you look, they have the grass sidewalk and then in that grass area you can see a ten-foot utility easement and they are running that grey thick line to I am assuming, a switchbox or cabinet that is already existing.
Mr. Kapish: It is not going underneath that paver sidewalk, is it?
Mr. Geiger: It shouldn't be because that is off the right-of-way. This will be in the utility easement. The City wouldn't let you put pavers on there unless it was just the entrance or the connection to the sidewalk. That line is simply a depiction.
Mr. Kapish: I just wanted to make sure.

On MOTION by Mr. Hohl seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all in favor, a motion to authorize the District engineer to finalize and execute the no-objection letter and transmit it to FPL was approved.


Mr. Geiger: I will get this finalized and over to you tomorrow Julio. Mr. Padilla: Ok, thank you.


EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
	Attorney

Mr. Pawelczyk: The only thing that I have other than what we already discussed is at the last meeting Lance indicated that he was going to follow up with me on Cypress Pointe. I know Lance is traveling. I did reach out to him after the last meeting since I wasn't here, and I haven't heard back from him. I just wanted to let the Board know I will follow up with Lance again next week and see what he wanted to talk about. It was something about Cypress Pointe. That is it.
	Engineer
	Updated on Signpost Replacement
	Discussion/Update on Stormwater Management Needs Analysis

Mr. Geiger: Update on the signposts. I spoke with Horsepower today. They are in contact with Mainnor trying to figure out, they are missing nine sign frames.
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Mr. Kapish: There was one that fell off the sign on Tortoise Way.
Mr. Geiger: There was that, that also happened. One of the signs with the two people crossing the road, it is called a school sign for some reason even though it doesn't say school on it. I don't know if that was hit or what happened with that.
Mr. Kapish: It wasn't hit. It doesn't look like there was any damage, but now it is gone, somebody picked it up.
Mr. Carney: That is the one that fell off many times, right? Mr. Geiger: No.
Mr. Kapish: That is actually a fairly new sign.
Mr. Geiger: Horsepower actually installed it. The permit is not closed out on that road. I wanted to discuss with the Board first. I didn't know if someone hit it. Tomorrow I will let them know that one is missing, so they are going to have to get that one replaced.
Mr. Hohl: Which sign is it?
Mr. Geiger: It is this crosswalk ahead sign. It is the sign with the two people crossing the road.
Mr. Kapish: South on Tortoise Way.
Mr. Geiger: There is that one and then the actual crosswalk sign about 100 feet in front of it. Since they didn't close that permit out, I am going to argue with them that is their responsibility. Until the permit is closed out, it is still an active job site for them. If they are getting other sign frames from Mainnor to replace the ones that they misplaced or are missing, it would be a good time to get that one replaced as well as the sign. They are going to have to get that one replaced to close the permit out for Tortoise Way anyway.
Mr. Kapish: What about the pole that keeps having the blade fall off?
Mr. Geiger: I believe that Julio was going to get in contact with Mainnor about that.
That was a previously closed out project.
Mr. Padilla: Let the record reflect that Lance Morgan has joined the meeting. Mr. Hohl: The same thing with the signpost at the roundabout.
Mr. Geiger: That is what Chris was talking about. Did someone from management take it?
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Mr. Kapish: What it does is it falls, and it is hanging by one screw. They put it back.
Then it fell again. I haven't seen it on the ground.
Mr. Geiger: It is gone now.
Mr. Hohl: I found it laying on the ground and there was pieces of concrete on each of the screws which means it pulled right out. It was after a wind that had come through. I don't know if that did it or it just finally fell.
Mr. Geiger: I think they were epoxying those in at one point.
Mr. Kapish: I spoke to Mainnor about it. Mainnor said that he would have to take a look at it. He says obviously when they drilled it first, it was not correct. I am assuming that they would replace that for free.
Mr. Geiger: I am assuming there is some sort of warranty on them.
Mr. Hohl: I think the pole is compromised where it can't hold the sign bolts. I picked it up and Lance Morgan has it at his house.
Mr. Geiger: He has the sign and the frame. Julio, did you ever speak with Mainnor about the issues with the poles?
Mr. Padilla: No, I didn't get a hold of him.
Mr. Geiger: I will give him a call this week and see what he can do about this because it is looking like it might need a new pole as we discussed at the last meeting. Obviously we need a new sign and new frame for the other one as well.
Mr. Kapish: Obviously, it is time to go the other route.
Mr. Geiger: The pole needs to hold the sign blade. I will ask Mainnor about that one. I will let him know that we don't have to replace the frame and sign, we have that. On the other one, if a Board member didn't grab the sign, a teenager probably has that hanging on their wall by now. Is there a way to reach out to BrightView to see if they picked it up?
Mr. Burgess: Pat and I asked already. Mr. Geiger: Someone has it then.
Mr. Kapish: The other thing about that sign is that sign is bolted through the whole plate like this because it is a diamond shape sign. For that to come off, that would be a little bit weird.
Mr. Geiger: I am not sure. That would have been some really bad wind or just a faulty sign.
Mr. Kapish: It needs to stand up to the hurricane.
Mr. Geiger: The poles are designed for that. The calcs that I see, they are designed up to the Florida building code for that. I am imagining this was a fault product.
Mr. Kapish: It was laying down because I was driving past, but I didn't have time to go and do anything with it. It was just laying against the post. I didn't see any damage on it.
Mr. Geiger: Ok, I will speak with Mainnor about those. Outside of those two issues though they are missing nine sign frames. They spoke with Mainnor this morning they said. They are missing one pole and nine sign frames. If they do not get these items by the end of the week, they are going to mobilize and take care of the punch list items I have handed them. There is two No U-turn signs that need to be placed still and there was a couple issues with post holes not being backfilled. There is two signs that need to get relocated.
Mr. Carney: But they did have an accounting for this stuff before they started? Mr. Geiger: The poles?
Mr. Carney: And the sign frames.
Mr. Geiger: The frames I am pretty sure were at their office or their warehouse. I am not sure how they were keeping track.
Mr. Carney: I am saying they have an accounting for them. They are not going to tell us that we shorted them?
Mr. Geiger: In every conversation that I have had with them, they have received the material directly minus the poles, I am not sure what happened with that one. I know the poles were moved once or twice. The signs and the frames and all the hardware, I think that was shipped directly to their warehouse, so they are on the hook for that. I did ask about the poles as well to be moved; the ones that aren't to be used over there, the extra ones. They are going to move those once they get a crane onsite to address the other relocations. He said he has no problem moving all that material back to where the split rail post fence stuff is, just out of site so that is not sitting directly out where someone is going to drive up and nab it. That is kind of where we stand on those. The main two
things I had on here were the signs I noticed that were damaged today. As far as the additional requested signposts, Mainnor did get back to me today. There were actually seven No U-turn signs, not 5. I know I had said that there were 5 that were on standard posts. There were two on Creekside that I glossed over, forgetting they were there. He has priced all that out. For those additional 7 signs, this price doesn't include the five signposts for the stop signs and the short posts for the tow away signs originally requested. For the 7 additional requested on top of those, it was another $22,159. That brings your total sign pole costs to a little bit under $45,000 to get the additional 14 signposts and the signage.
Mr. Carney: Do we have a copy of that?
Mr. Geiger: No, I just this today. I can email this over to Julio. He sent me another one on top of the old one. I asked Horsepower to revise their quote. They didn't get back to me, but I went on the assumption that if they were charging $975 for the ten signs on here, that is going to be around the same price. I don't see it getting cheaper with 7 more signs. I ran the numbers on that. It would be an additional $6,825. Then there would be two or three more plan sheets and a little bit more effort for the engineering, outside of having easements prepared because that is all private property. I am not sure how they are going to handle the signposts going on private property and if the City is going to want to see the easement granted to the District. I don't have any survey costs included in this. It brings the total to $70,500 for material, installation, labor and then the engineering cost for design, permitting and construction fee services.
Mr. Hohl: Did we repurpose the three signs and posts that we took out of the Estates?
Mr. Geiger: That would include those three being available to use.
Mr. Hohl: They are not charging us for that, they are just installing them.
Mr. Geiger: Those would be just the install costs. There are no additional poles being ordered for that.
Mr. Hohl: It would be the same sign too, right?
Mr. Geiger: The tow away signs are different depending on who owns the parking lot. There is like three different tow companies so there is a couple different signs but
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those, normally the tow companies provide those signs for free with hopes that they are going to make some money off the parking lot.
Mr. Hohl: Don't they have a backing plate?
Mr. Geiger: I am not sure if those got framed or not. I know they don't have the decorative tops. I imagine they do get frames. Those signs are generally the same standard size. We should have frames for those as well. I never got conformation from Horsepower as far as the three poles, but they told me when they removed them, they just put them back in storage. That is going to be something I will have to figure out if this moves forward and gets approved, that they confirm that they actually have that material.
Mr. Hohl: Do we actually have a final quote or only an estimate?
Mr. Geiger: The material coming from Mainnor he said is good for two weeks. That is right under $45,000. Horsepower's quote, I am not sure if this will change. I don't think this is going to change. I would like to, before anything, if the Board wants to go ahead and do this project, I would get an official quote. Right now they have this drawn up as a change order #3 to the current project. I would want this to be a separate complete thing. I would rather this not be listed as a change order. Then our time, I can get that number once we approve the other stuff. I think $9,000 is the top that I am going to go on this one. It was $7,500 before the additional couple of sheets and everything we had to add. That didn't go up that much. The survey component is the only component I am not sure about. I am not sure how the City is going to want to handle it. Maybe the City will just say hey, a written letter from property owners is going to suffice. I do know we did install decorative posts in all the other parking lots. I am not sure how the District handled that at the time. Those are all over the Burlington parking lot. I can't imagine there is an easement for every single one of those poles though.
Mr. Kapish: The Target, which was all part of the agreement, the designer poles.
The developer put them in at our request.
Mr. Geiger: So they just did that on their own to match the rest of everything. Mr. Kapish: It was a request.
Mr. Pawelczyk: It was part of the settlement.
Mr. Geiger: Ok, that is the only unknown component. If you need six or seven easements, that is a cost. As of now it is looking like $70,500.
Mr. Carney: Can you forward that to Julio so we can look at it please?
Mr. Geiger: Yes, I can get the cost together and everything. I will get that over to you as well as the two proposals I have in the email about it.
Mr. Padilla: Ok.
Mr. Hohl: I wonder if it would be prudent to proactively get the letters from the different property owners saying that they give permission to put the signs there. That way when we submit for perr:nit, those are already there.
Mr. Geiger: That might be a good idea. It is either that or ask the City what they actually want to see. I don't know how easy it is to get a hold of some of these property owners, especially the Steak n Shake and the gas station. For Julio to spin his wheels to get letters and the City go, we actually need easements, might behoove us to reach out to the City. They know we are doing signpost replacements; I can reach out to the City and see how they would like to proceed for that as well. At least then the Board would understand if we do need easements that it is going to be an additional cost. A letter of permission would be great.
Mr. Hohl: We are essentially putting the sign back in the same spot it was before. Mr. Geiger: It is all just private property back there.
Mr. Kapish: If you want permission, I could probably get that for you from those businesses if that is what you need.
Mr. Geiger: If they are just looking for a letter. I want to say my exhibit that was in the agenda at one point, I do have all the owner information for each one of these properties and everything.
Mr. Kapish: Which ones?
Mr. Geiger: We have South Star Properties on here, Bronxville Properties. Mr. Kapish: You need to tell what business it is.
Mr. Geiger: The Bank United, The Learning Experience, I am not sure what business owns that parking lot.
Mr. Kapish: By the Learning Experience? They own the whole parking lot.
Mr. Geiger: Ok. The gas station, the Steak n Shake and the PetSmart across the street too.
Mr. Kapish: Ok.
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Mr. Geiger: There is one tow away sign in the Target, that Turtle Crossing Plaza that says C. H. Realty Group owns it, that parcel.
Mr. Kapish: Where is that?
Mr. Geiger: The first right in off of Turtle Creek and 441, right behind the Target where the Visionworks and Panda Express is. There is a small tow away sign there as well.
Mr. Kapish: That would be for that whole plaza, correct? Mr. Geiger: Yes, it is Turtle Crossing, LP, it says on here.
Mr. Carney: Jonathan, when you are over in Turtle Run one day, let me know, I would like to ride through that with you. I would like to ride through and see where we are putting the signs.
Mr. Geiger: I will let you know the next time I am over there. Give it about a week depending on when Horsepower gets out.
Mr. Carney: That is fine.
Mr. Geiger: Outside of the signposts stuff, we are getting into the 20-year Stormwater Needs Analysis. I just got everything printed to start going through all the record plans I have and pulling out infrastructure quantities. That is the bulk of the engineering, then we are going to get into the financial side of things. As I said last time it is probably going to be somewhat of a back and forth between GMS and KCI trying to figure out what has been spent and how to kind of fill these forms out correctly. They kind of leave a lot up to you as the person filling it out to pick out what is relevant for the State to know I guess. There is no plans as far as the Board is aware to do any sort of drainage improvements in the next five years, correct?
Mr. Kapish: I don't know that you can say that, you don't know.
Mr. Pawelczyk: There is no plan right now. All you have to do is put like a maintenance line item and if something needs to get fixed, then we have a budget for that.
Mr. Geiger: That is what I pick up for that. There is a separate table for it if there is anything planned, and it doesn't hold you to do it. They just need to know if there is any thoughts or if you thought about where the money is coming from basically. I think with most of the Districts that we are handling the answer to that, is all pretty much no at this
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point. They are all built out. Outside of the small maintenance which I know lake bank maintenance and the divers that come to clear the pipes, I can't think of anything off the top of my head else that Turtle Run kind of facilitates for the drainage.
Mr. Kapish: They should be coming out soon. I believe that they come out in April or May.
Mr. Geiger: May/June is normally when the reports are. Mr. Carney: I think it is on the maintenance list.
Mr. Geiger: The reports I have seen are dated end of May, early June normally. I know they did send me about four or five years of reports. It is coming up soon. I believe last year there was no action taken based on the report.
Mr. Carney: What else Jonathan?
Mr. Geiger: I believe that is all that I have on my list here. The easement atlas, the updates are underway on that unless there is an immediate need for that, they are just going to update that as they can when they are a little bit low on office work. Unless the Board has a desire to get that out any sooner than the next couple of months, let me know and I can have them push that along a little faster.
Mr. Carney: Anything else?
Mr. Geiger: No that is all I have.
	Field Manager - Updates on:
	Flags
	Turtle Run Park District Maintenance Rust Corrosion Inhibitor Service
	Target Wall Maintenance
	Roundabout
	Tile Replacement Estimate from Skyline Pools (Luis Guerra)
	Accident and Pole Damage
	Cameras Service Update
	LUX Solar Lighting Markers for Roundabout on GMS Layout of Schematics
	Turtle Run Blvd. and Sample Road
	MonumenUFountain Landscape Lighting (East and West)
	Lighting Change to LED on 5 Oak Trees at Entrance of Turtle Run Blvd. Median
	Light Poles Maintenance, Repair and Service
	Irrigation Boxes
	BrightView Quality Assessment Report

Mr. Burgess: Pat and I hung the two missing Florida flags on Thursday, so six flags are flying now.
Mr. Carney: If you guys want additional quotes on flags, Signarama also makes flags, you can give them a call.
Mr. Burgess: I looked at the recent invoices and I have an estimate from A Flag and Flagpole from today. We have one remaining Florida flag; we would need three more Florida flags and then four Turtle Run flags, and then four more USA flags to do the three times a year I think you guys agreed on. It came out to $3,400. I know a few years ago the flags were a little bit cheaper, so I can look around. She is pretty responsive, and she has the Turtle Run flags. He had everything on file from Dennis. I can definitely look around at Signarama.
Mr. Carney: That was just another idea, you don't have to use them.
Mr. Burgess: The back flows were certified. Pat and I saw him out there when we hung the flags. I believe Art is going to be fixing the inground irrigation boxes that were broken.
Mr. Kapish: Where are we with the rust inhibitor? Mr. Padilla: That is in effect.
Mr. Padilla: Yes, it is working now.
Mr. Kapish: Have they cleaned the fence because it still looks rusty?
Mr. Padilla: Tomorrow Pat is going to go out there and take a look at what they have cleaned and what is left for them to clean. We will be on top of that.
Mr. Carney: If you drive through, there is a noticeable difference already just by using it, it has made a big difference. I am not sure if it is going to be the day to day that is going to get it off, or if they are actually going to get it off? Are they going to do additional work to get it off?
Mr. Padilla: We know the sidewalk is still stained, so we have to take a look at the
rest.
Mr. Kapish: How do you get rust off a fence without using some sort of chemical? Mr. Padilla: You have to use some sort of chemical.
Mr. Kapish: That is what they are doing, right? Mr. Padilla: Right.
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Mr. Carney: There is no rust on the back of the dugout at all because the sprinkler system is probably hitting that now.
Mr. Kapish: We were never responsible for getting the rust off the dugout. Mr. Carney: I am just saying it is coming off.
Mr. Hohl: Talking about irrigation, before we move on, I noticed throughout the community there is a lot of grass that doesn't seem to be getting watered as well as the other areas. Is there a plan to have BrightView or somebody come out to try to figure out what is going on and why it is missing?
Mr. Burgess: Pat and I have noticed that. I am looking at the agreement just to see the details of it, but we definitely have seen multiple spots the past couple of drives we have done. We met with Art, but we only drove around to try to find out the perimeter and the area and everything that they maintain. That is definitely something we have noticed. We will be looking into that.
Mr. Hohl: We want to figure it out before the rainy season because then you won't be able to find it as easily.
Mr. Burgess: We will definitely look into that.  Number 3, the Target wall
maintenance, we met with them on Friday. They understood that it wasn't cleaned well, and they said they will have someone back out before the next meeting and have it recleaned. There are plants sticking out of it that definitely could have been taken off with the pressure washer, so they see the mistakes.
Mr. Carney: A lot of plant material coming out the top of it.
Mr. Burgess: Yes, we showed them a couple of spots and they said they were going to get someone back out there. As far as the roundabout, I am meeting with Maj on Friday. He is standing his ground on what he said in the meeting. He really didn't say anything different to me. I told him what I have and what we can do as far as marking what was recently replaced and what is on warranty. He just said that he doesn't do anything like that with any other clients. I will show him what I can, but he said basically the same to me that he said at the meeting last time.
Mr. Carney: What is that?
Mr. Burgess: That he and his company do not do mappings. Mr. Carney: You are doing it for him though.
Mr. Burgess: I am going to meet him, and we are going to see what we can do to help out.
Mr. Carney: When you meet him, I will get involved.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think what you should do is once you have our map, in other words, once he comes out and installs new solar markers and you update your map, send it to him. Say, here is the map showing all the ones you replaced.
Mr. Kapish: Don't we have an original plan that he did that, he used to install everything?
Mr. Burgess: The only one I found was just dots.
Mr. Geiger: That is the only one I have seen over the years too, the crypted thing that they submitted to Broward County Traffic, and it really just shows dots. There is no detail to it.
Mr. Burgess: There is no numbering at all. Even his numbers don't match with ours. Pat and I walked every single one of them and counted.
Mr. Kapish: What do you mean? He says he has more?
Mr. Burgess: I believe we counted 231 and he has like 210 or something like that.
His number is definitely different from ours. We feel like we are pretty accurate.
Mr. Padilla: Part of the meeting is to go over what they actually installed to actually what was agreed upon. Patrick is going to confirm that at that meeting before we pay them just to confirm that they did provide us for what we are going to pay them for. That is part of the reason he is meeting with them.
Mr. Burgess: That will be this upcoming Friday. He said he is pretty busy. I did call Coral Springs Department today for their records department as far as a crash report and they gave me an online portal to request that crash report. They said it's about $15 to request a report.
Mr. Kapish: That is crazy.
Mr. Burgess: I went to that site. It seems pretty easy. It is just step by step, but I wasn't sure what to do from there. I think that is everything I have.
ry,r. Padilla: For the tile replacement I will have another proposal for the next Board meeting for the agenda. The camera service has been terminated with AT&T. Everything else is working fine.
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Mr. Burgess: The sample light was installed when you are going towards Sample Road past the Grove Apartments, the first oak tree.
Mr. Carney: There was one sample light, the LED was 3,500 lumens. It is the first one on the way out, not on the way in. If you take a look at it, you have to be going south to see it. It is the first tree going south. It did make a big difference. He did say that he could bring that up to 4,500 which I thought would be a good idea. I think it would light those trees up nicely. I really do, but if you compare the one he put in, with the ones that are there, it is definitely like day and night without a doubt. If you get a chance, ride by it. It is the first tree going south out of Turtle Run Boulevard to Sample Road. You have to get right next to it and look up because you also have those two coach lights that kind of light up that tree a little bit. I think that would light those trees up nicely. I would jump at the 4,500 from the 3,500.
Mr. Padilla: The quality assessment will be on the next meeting. They are doing it once a month. I do have some things under the manager section.
Mr. Carney: What about the irrigation on fountains? Where are we going with that? Actually with Adam with A & S, he is the owner of the company. He is actually very thorough; he seems to be very good. I know the last electricians they couldn't get the lights fixed, they were in and out of there 15 different times trying to fix those lights. This guy seems to be very thorough. He knows what he is doing. I would like to move forward getting the landscape lighting done to be honest with you.
Mr. Kapish: Aren't the lights under warranty from the original?
Mr. Padilla: There is some warranty with the electrical, but it doesn't cover acts of God or electrical failures caused by outages. That is not included on the warranty.
Mr. Kapish: What happened to the lights?
Mr. Carney: Which lights are you referring to Chris? Mr. Kapish: Whatever lights you are talking about. Mr. Carney: Landscape lighting outside looking in. Mr. Kapish: Who put them in?
Mr. Carney: A couple of them were broken by landscapers and lawn mowers. Mr. Padilla: That is not part of the warranty.
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Mr. Carney: Then there was some additional lighting that we requested that he put in also so that way it would light up the brick wall a lot better than it currently does. We have all those poles going up and down Sample Road and there is landscape lighting that is going to be lighting up those poles all the way down the stripe. I would like to move forward with them. Do you have his quote with you?
Mr. Padilla: I can pull it up.
Mr. Carney: It was around $4,000 to do those lights.
Mr. Padilla: It is $4,050, seven lights on the east side and two on the west side. Mr. Kapish: Is there a surge protector on any of that equipment?
Mr. Padilla: I don't know, but I can find out.
Mr. Kapish: Well, I think we should find out before we start putting new lights in and the same thing happens.
Mr. Padilla: What we could probably do is add lntermatic Surge Protector. You usually put it where the panel is, and it will protect anything connected to that. We have done that in other communities.
Mr. Kapish: But you are saying we don't have any surge protection? Mr. Padilla: I will have to check; I don't know if we do or not.
Mr. Carney: We had a burn out with the monument lights. We didn't have a burn out with the landscape lighting. The landscape lighting is broken from lawnmowers or whatever. We would like to add additional lighting to light that up a little nicer than it is today. There is a lot of dark spots on that wall.
Mr. Kapish: If they are getting broken by lawn mowers, we are going to put more in, so they get broken by lawnmowers.
Mr. Carney: You have to tuck them in the beds a little bit, get them off the grass. The surge protectors, we should look into that. Those two lights on the monument sign, they are both fried.
Mr. Hohl: Can we move forward with the lights that we are talking about? Mr. Carney: I think we should.
Mr. Hohl: For $4,050? I will make that motion.
Mr. Kapish: I would like to add something. If there is no surge protection, what are we allowing to do to add surge protection in case there is none?
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Mr. Carney: Let's check with him before we do the installation.
Mr. Kapish: We are not allowing any monies to put a surge protector on it. We are just putting light fixtures in.
Mr. Hohl: Maybe we should amend it to say up to $500 to add surge protection to the new lights?
Mr. Kapish: I would do that.
Mr. Hohl: Then we don't have to come back.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Are you amending your motion then? Mr. Hohl: Yes.

On MOTION by Mr. Hohl seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all in favor, a proposal from A&S Electric in the amount of $4,050 for seven landscape lights on the east side and two landscape lights on the west side of the main entrance monument wall with a not to exceed amount of $500 for surge protection was approved.


Mr. Carney: Anything else Julio?
	Manager

Mr. Padilla: In the manager's section, GMS is now able to have meetings at our office. If the Board chooses, we can start having the meetings effective the next meeting at the GMS office. I don't know if we need a motion for that or not.
Mr. Pawelczyk: You have to change the advertisement, right?
Mr. Carney: We have time for the next meeting to be at GMS for the advertising? Mr. Padilla: Yes.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think a motion would be appropriate because you approved a
meeting schedule for a year, so if the Board wanted to change that, we should move to change it, but that it up to the Board.
Mr. Carney: Ok, so we would make a motion to?
Mr. Pawelczyk: To change the meeting schedule, to move the meetings back to GMS at their Sunrise office, same schedule, different location.
Mr. Hohl: What is the difference in cost? Mr. Carney: There is no cost at GMS office.
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Mr. Hohl: What is the cost here? Mr. Kapish: $300 a meeting.
Mr. Padilla: Just about.
Mr. Hohl: The only reason I ask is because this location is a lot more accessible especially if we have residents that want to come to the meeting, practically next door where the other one is a little bit further away, something to think about.
Mr. Carney: Maybe we move back to GMS and then we can maybe pursue something closer if possible if that is what you are thinking about. I think we should move back to GMS to cut the expense for now.
Mr. Kapish: You could also try to check out some of the places in Turtle Run like Cypress Pointe. They have a clubhouse that you could use. That also goes for the apartment complexes. Some of them have big clubhouses that you can use. Check that out. You might be able to get that, maybe for nothing, I don't know.
Mr. Carney: That is a good point. I think the next meeting we will move to GMS.


On MOTION by Mr. Kapish seconded by Mr. Hohl with all in favor, a motion to advertise the meeting schedule with the location change to Governmental Management Services, 5385 N. Nob Hill Road, Sunrise, Florida was approved.



Mr. Padilla: Thank you.
Mr. Carney: Is that all Julio? Mr. Padilla: Yes, sir.
NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Financial Report on Capital Projects, Emergency Funds, Capital Reserve and All Other Financial Issues
	Approval of Check Register
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Mr. Carney: Financial report. Anything you want to say about that?
Ms. Karnegis: There is no changes from the last one. Everything remains the
same.
Mr. Carney: We have ongoing projects of $193,000 and our capital reserve, we are sitting at $582,000 without any additional projects being started.
Mr. Kapish: Can we go back to the irrigation boxes under number 7? I didn't hear an update on that? Did you say something about that?
Mr. Burgess: Art is going to be looking at those.
Mr. Kapish: I still see quite a few that are six inches below grade especially along the sidewalk. That could become a trip hazard.
Mr. Carney: Which walkway mostly Chris?
Mr. Kapish: Walking down Turtle Run Boulevard you see some. I see some on Creekside. Those ones on Creekside especially when you come down Wiles going southbound, those boxes have been like that, I have been trying to get them and this goes back before Robert, those boxes were low. Some of them were leaking over the sidewalk and everything else. It made a pool of water. The last time I looked at them I didn't see that they were fixed. Are they fixed? Are they raised up and level with the ground?
Mr. Burgess: I can double check with Pat tomorrow. I know Adam was looking at two of the broken boxes by Burlington.
Mr. Kapish: They are all over Turtle Run actually. What needs to be done is someone needs to go around and take an accounting of each and every box that is like that and get them fixed. I am just trying to protect our liability. Why would you open yourself up to that kind of liability?
Mr. Padilla: We will do a full inspection. We will have that for the next Board meeting.
Mr. Kapish: Ok.
Mr. Carney: When we first tabled it, we were gun ho on getting them all fixed so we need to continue the process.
Mr. Hohl: Another thing that needs to be addressed is the covers on the garbage cans along the walkway going underneath the powerlines on Turtle Run Boulevard. Two of them now are gone. We need to order new ones.
Mr. Kapish: Aren't they chained to the can?
Mr. Hohl: I think they were tethered to it, but they are gone.
Mr. Carney: I picked one up that was blowing off and heading toward the lake. I picked it up and put it back on, so they weren't chained, they were loose.
Mr. Hohl: Maybe we should try to chain all of them or tether them so if a wind comes by it doesn't disappear. If it goes into the water, it sinks, and we will never find it.
Mr. Padilla: We will do an inspection on that too.
Mr. Carney: Anything else? We have approval of the check register. You all had a chance to look at it. It was in your iPad. A motion to approve, please.

On MOTION by Ms. Karnegis seconded by Mr. Kapish with all in favor, the check register was approved.


Mr. Carney: The balance sheet and income statement, a motion to approve please.

On MOTION by Mr. Hohl seconded by Mr. Kapish with all in favor, the balance sheet and income statement were approved.


TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors Requests
Mr. Carney: We have Supervisors requests. I would like to say something myself.
We talked about earlier Mike, about the attorney and the attorney communicating with Julio. I would like to make Chris the point person for that. You said that we could do that Mike?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think it is appropriate for the Board to have someone and Chris certainly knows the most about the project. The attorney should be communicating with Julio. Julio is the District Manager, but I think Chris could probably help facilitate getting information exchanged faster.
Mr. Carney: He brought him to the table. He is well versed on the project, no doubt about that. We all agree to that?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think just a motion to, I don't even know if you need a motion but just a consensus. I think the Board is probably fine with this. You are not taking any action as long as there is no objection from any other Board member.
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Mr. Carney: No objections? Ok. Zaida, any Supervisors requests? Ms. Karnegis: Nothing.
Mr. Carney: Mike?
Mr. Hohl: Nothing more. Mr. Carney: Chris?
Mr. Kapish: Nothing.
Mr. Carney: Lance? Anything you would like to say? Mr. Morgan: No, I am good, thank you Skip.
Mr. Carney: Thank you. Motion to adjourn.
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On MOTION by Mr. Hohl seconded by Mr. Kapish with all in favor, the meeting was adjourned.
ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
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